
 GLOUCESTERSHIRE SPIRITUAL DIRECTION TRUST 
Minutes of Trustee Meeting – 3rd March 2022 - held on Zoom  

 
Present: Chris Mason, Ian Spencer,Anne Solomon,Ian Bussell, Jayne Webb and Ann Morris 
 
Apologies:Siobhan Smith andSarah Richards 
 
1. The meeting was opened by Chris M 

 
2. Anne S led us in a quiet reflection 

 
3. Minutes of last meeting on 18th November 2021 and matters arising  

Minutes accepted as accurate – matters arising not covered on agenda 

• Away day – meeting in person or on-line discussion – preference for Zoom to save on costs and 
convenience.  The focus is for team bonding, working our way onto new ground, to clarify our 
shared task… gifts needed, challenge to be met and vision to be shared… how our spiritual life is 
to be worked out within the Trust, as in our lives. 
ACTION: Chris to explore with Sr Rachel Overton if she has experience of CIOs and Trustees – 
plus others with this experience of CIO and Ministry of SD – suggested Bishop Olivia Graham 
(Reading), a former supervisor of the course if she has any space in her diary – she would be 
pleased to hear how her advice has born fruit. 

• Website – planning as an interim measure to have a page added to Course website  
ACTION: Ann to arrange page and Chris to suggest some content – particularly about the list 
and how to access it 
 

4. Finance Report – Ann M 
A summary of accounts for 2021 and to date in 2022 were sent out before the meeting.  As some of the 
costs of the course (deposits on weekend accommodation) and some payments for semester 1 by 
participants are recorded in 2021, while the majority have paid in 2022 – the accounts don’t reflect a 
clear picture – but in time the pattern will become clearer.  At present the fees paid for the first 
semester do cover the costs.  Ann now has enough confidence in managing the Co-op bank account to 
close the GISD account with Lloyds. 

 
5. Change of Trustees – Sarah Richards commitments and availability have now changed.   

ACTION: Chris to discuss with Siobhan and Sarah that the correct procedure is for Sarah to discuss the 
situation with Sarah Adams of the Clifton Diocese, the appointing body for the Roman Catholic Trustee. 
 

6. Ecumenical Community – Chris M reported: 
Profile of SD requests – the fourth year it has been produced – Anne S commented how valuable this is 
to see the trend. Still predominantly used.  Prompts challenge of how we can be available to all 
denominations, and the question of how people find their way to Chris and the list.  This was via old 
Spirituality Network link and by word of mouth (NB reason for use of course website page – and 
perhaps a message on the front page. 
It is part of the process for those exploring vocation in C of E – other denominations have different 
processes. 
Jayne set up her website ad Methodist have not been organised for this aspect of ministry.  She wants 
it to be seen as a culture within Methodism and among church members for this to grow. 



Chris plans to use the Feast   of St Ignatius in July to promote the work of Spiritual Directors – 
are there opportunities to publicise this in local communities? 
 

7. Policies 
• Insurance–draft policy 

Ian B suggested the policy should be separate from the options because the information and 
costs may change annually  
Anne S pointed out how important it is to raise awareness – so a separate leaflet to be made 
available both to those currently on the list and to those enquiring about joining the 
community.  We could also share it at the AGM in April. 
Policy agreed 

• What do we do if there is a complaint.  Debate about wording.  Should we add disclaimer ‘at 
your own risk’ to all literature.  Ian B said that the complaint goes to the individual, but that 
we would like to be informed of the outcome to see if we need to amend our process.  Having 
a grievance policy could be construed as being prepared for complaint to be made to the 
Trust. 

• Governance policies v a Code of conduct that would incorporate several areas the Charity 
Commission recommends.  Bath and Wells has already done this – Chris has asked permission 
to use and adapt text – and Anne S agreed to work to be part of a small team to work on this.  
She recommended we look at the London Spirituality Centre’s code of conduct which has been 
developed for a group of individual practitioners… a different perspective to that of a Diocese, 
which concentrates on a complaints process and outcomes.  An ethical framework could be an 
extra resource. 
ACTION: Chris and Anne to produce a draft Code of Conduct to bring back to the Trustees 

 
8. Safeguarding Training  

Anne S will attend a meeting with people from around the country to talk about Safeguarding Training 
for SDs.  Anne’s particular perspective is to prevent abuse by directors. 
 

9. Course Update – Ann Morris 
A very encouraging start in person and online. New facilitator team working increasingly well together 
– and new participants both a delight and a challenge.  An Introductory weekend (rather than a day) 
was an excellent way to start a new course.  The welcome extended by Holland House has made the 
team plan to hold all residentials there, so making Holland House the course base. 
Currently there are six people on the list for information about Course M 
We do need to find more facilitators for Course M and beyond and we would appreciate a discussion 
about responsibilities of Trustee body in helping find people as we move forward… and who is 
responsible for appointing – the team (who will need to be confident that they can work together) or 
trustees? 
Jo Joy attended a day conference for the trainers of spiritual directors organised by APR (Retreats) – 
over 40 attended from UK, Belgium and Netherlands)  Her report is attached to these minutes to allow 
Trustees to glimpse the bigger picture of those sharing our work. 
 

10. 2nd AGM – Saturday 9th April from 10am to 1pm 
Suggested plan for day = 10-11am Business… short break… speaker (possibly Alison McTier)… breakout 
room discussion… plenary 
ACTION: Chris and Siobhan to shape day 
 



 
11. Date of next meetings: 

• Thursday 19th  May 11am on Zoom 
 

File attached – Jo Joy report 
 
 
To be actioned: 

a. ACTION: Agenda Item - At a future meeting a topic to discuss may be how and who makes 
decisions.??? 
 

b. ACTION – Prepare a Register of Members–work in progress – perhaps this could be an 
edited version of the updated director profile? 

 
 

c. ACTION – to appeal to all Fellowship members for volunteers -especially Secretary and 
Treasurer for the Trust 
 

d. ACTION – Agenda item to discuss which Trustees should be signatories, and who has 
internet access to monitor the account along with the Treasurer.??? 

 
 

e. ACTION: Website - Ann to arrange page and Chris to suggest some content – particularly 
about the list and how to access it 
 

f. ACTION – Chris and Anne to produce a draft Code of Conduct to bring back to the Trustees 
Work in progress 
 

g. ACTION: Away Day - Chris to explore with Sr Rachel Overton if she has experience of CIOs 
and Trustees – plus others with this experience of CIO and Ministry of SD – suggested Bishop 
Olivia Graham (Reading), a former supervisor of the course if she has any space in her diary 
– she would be pleased to hear how her advice has born fruit. 
Await reply 
 

h. ACTION: Change of Trustees: Chris to discuss with Siobhan and Sarah about the correct 
procedure: Sarah to discuss the situation with Sarah Adams of the Clifton Diocese, the 
appointing body for the Roman Catholic Trustee. 
In contact with Sarah Adams – await nominee 
 

i. ACTION: AGM - Chris and Siobhan to shape day 
 
 
 
 

 


